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Abstract

Hardware Design. In Proceedings of the 41st ACM SIGPLAN International Conference on Programming Language Design and Implementation (PLDI ’20), June 15ś20, 2020, London, UK. ACM, New York,
NY, USA, 15 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3385412.3385965

The Bluespec hardware-description language presents a significantly higher-level view than hardware engineers are
used to, exposing a simpler concurrency model that promotes formal proof, without compromising on performance
of compiled circuits. Unfortunately, the cost model of Bluespec has been unclear, with performance details depending
on a mix of user hints and opaque static analysis of potential concurrency conflicts within a design. In this paper we
present Kôika, a derivative of Bluespec that preserves its
desirable properties and yet gives direct control over the
scheduling decisions that determine performance. Kôika has
a novel and deterministic operational semantics that uses
dynamic analysis to avoid concurrency anomalies. Our implementation includes Coq definitions of syntax, semantics,
key metatheorems, and a verified compiler to circuits. We
argue that most of the extra circuitry required for dynamic
analysis can be eliminated by compile-time BSV-style static
analysis.

1 Introduction
A synchronous digital circuit is a state-transition system
that specifies how the present state, held in registers, is
transformed into the next state at every clock cycle. Popular hardware-description languages like Verilog expose this
view fairly directly. However, for design purposes, it is not
easy to think of the functionality of a complex digital circuit
in terms of a global state-transition system.
Verilog does allow division of a design into separate concurrent blocks, each of which computes a subset of register
updates every cycle. The natural concurrency of computing
many state updates at once provides significant optimization opportunities, but, as in concurrent software, it introduces opportunities for bugs because of shared state. One
well-developed alternative is guarded atomic actions, as implemented in the hardware-description language Bluespec
SystemVerilog (BSV) [30]. In BSV, the design specifies all the
state elements, i.e., registers, and describes the behavior using a set of atomic rules. Each rule specifies a deterministic
state transformation. It is guaranteed that rules appear to
execute atomically, one-at-a-time, much like the established
software concept of transactions. However, literal one-ruleat-a-time (ORAAT) execution in a hardware circuit would
bring unacceptably poor performance. We still do need rules
to execute concurrently, though in a controlled way that
preserves the illusion of atomic execution. The BSV compiler
does static analysis to construct a per-design scheduler circuit automatically, which chooses among the set of (enabled)
rules in each clock cycle.
To appreciate the considerations that go into choosing
a schedule, it is important to start from the quantitative
metrics that matter for circuits. The most commonly cited
are power, performance, and area. We think of circuits as
directed graphs whose nodes are registers and gates, where
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no cycles are permitted on paths that only traverse gates. To
a first approximation, area and power follow from register
and gate counts, which we want to keep down. A major
determinant of performance is the clock-cycle time, which
is proportional to the critical-path length, i.e., the length of
the longest path between any registers, even from the same
register to itself. Path length here refers to the propagation
delay of all the gates on a path between two registers.
We might be tempted to aim for a free lunch by removing
gates to shorten the cycle time, but then we have postponed
work to happen on later cycles, not necessarily shortening
the total compute time. For example, consider a decomposition of function f into f 2 ◦ f 1 (section 5) to allow pipelining.
Let us assume that a circuit implementing f in one go requires a single cycle of length 10 seconds to execute, while
circuits for f 1 and f 2 require 4 and 6 seconds, respectively.
The unpipelined system processes one token per 10 seconds
(the time to run f ), while a system that repeatedly runs one
of f 1 or f 2 has cycle time equal to the maximum of those cycle
times, 6. Thus, in the two cycles it takes to run through the
full pipeline, we take up 2·6 = 12 seconds, and our łoptimizationž actually made things worse. However, if both stages
f 1 and f 2 execute concurrently each cycle, i.e. in a pipelined
manner, we can process one token every 6 seconds.
The challenge in describing designs of this kind is that
we often want rules to execute concurrently even when they
access some of the same state elements. In the previous example, pipeline stages f 1 and f 2 would need to share some kind
of queue, which f 1 enqueues into and f 2 dequeues out of
simultaneously each cycle, f 1 enqueuing in cycle n the data
consumed by f 2 in cycle n + 1.
The commercial BSV compiler relies on a static analysis
to do ORAAT-preserving concurrent scheduling of rules. Its
static analysis, combined with user-provided annotations
(e.g. descending urgency and execution order), generally
creates excellent circuits. This approach, however, is not satisfactory for two reasons. (1) The static analysis should be
an abstraction of the dynamic semantics of a program. BSV’s
dynamic semantics applies only to one-rule-at-a-time executions, and the cycle-level semantics necessarily depends on
the static analysis of rules. (2) BSV programmers often think
deliberately about static-analysis details and even change
their code to nudge the compiler in the right direction to
achieve the desired degree of concurrency. We take a different approach in this paper, providing a new core calculus
Kôika maintaining the essence of BSV, preserving all its desirable properties and yet allowing direct control over the
atomic actions executed each clock cycle, without relying
on static analysis. Kôika programmers still need to think
about the real rule conflicts but not about the compiler’s
abstraction thereof. Our calculus includes a deterministic,
cycle-accurate operational semantics, enabling formal reasoning about performance, without removing the ability to
prove invariants by induction on sequential executions: the

effect of the set of rules completed each cycle is proven to
be always explainable in terms of ORAAT semantics.
Often the rules we want to run concurrently require controlled communication amongst themselves. BSV’s ephemeral
history registers (EHRs) provide a mechanism to enhance
concurrency in rule scheduling. EHRs essentially enrich rulebased designs with what are known as bypasses in hardware
design. EHR semantics guarantees that the observed behaviors can be reproduced with serial execution of rules. However, pure ORAAT semantics are unable to capture the performance implications of EHRs because in ORAAT semantics,
EHRs are indistinguishable from ordinary registers. Kôika’s
semantics, on the other hand, capture both the functional
and performance aspects of EHRs.
The commercial BSV compiler can be viewed as producing
one schedule (concurrency strategy) automatically, and our
calculus supports most of these schedules and others that
allow more concurrency for performance1 . Though space
limitations prevent us from delving into the concurrency
payoffs from Kôika’s more flexible scheduling, we present
the semantics of Koika, its ORAAT property, its compilation
into circuits, and the proof of the compiler’s correctness.
This paper makes the following contributions:
1. Kôika, the first core calculus for a BSV-like rule-based
language to support formal reasoning about both functional and performance properties;
2. A cycle-accurate operational semantics that does not
depend upon any static analysis;
3. A key metatheorem that Kôika’s operational semantics
only produces executions that can be mimicked with
one-rule-at-a-time execution;
4. A simple algorithm to compile Kôika programs into
RTL circuits, preserving the concurrency of the operational semantics;
5. A mechanization of Kôika and its metatheory in the
Coq proof assistant;
6. A formally verified compiler from Kôika to primitive
circuits;
7. A case study of an embedded-class pipelined processor
written in Kôika.
Paper organization: We start with an introduction to
Kôika (section 2), next defining its formal semantics (section 3), which allows the execution of multiple rules in one
cycle. We prove that the ORAAT property emerges from
this semantics (section 4). Then we use Kôika’s semantics to
characterize the behavior of a pipeline (section 5). After that
we present a compilation of Kôika to circuits (section 6) and
discuss some efficiency concerns (subsection 6.4), followed
by related work (section 7) and a brief conclusion.
The Kôika release accompanying this paper is available at
https://github.com/mit-plv/koika/tree/pldi2020.
1 BSV

and Kôika schedules can be difficult to compare because BSV allows
multiple rules to write into the same register but picks which write prevails.
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2 Introduction to Kôika

Collatz function: We now know enough to look at a
small realistic example, which we will reuse for illustrative purposes throughout the paper. The example below
computes terms of the Collatz sequence, defined by the
two equations un+1 = un /2 if un is a multiple of two, and
un+1 = 3 · un + 1 otherwise.

We start with a gentle introduction to Kôika, our calculus of
atomic actions, by presenting its features incrementally and
explaining their meanings informally (formal semantics are
presented in section 3). For readers familiar with BSV, this
section will serve mostly as a refresher.
2.1

rule divide =
let v = r.rd in
if iseven(v) then
r.wr(v >> 1)

Rules or Atomic Actions

Programs are composed of rules (roughly: atomic units of
execution) that manipulate values stored in registers. Taken
together, these rules define what happens in each clock cycle.
The following rule increments the value in register r:

rule multiply =
let v = r.rd in
if isodd(v) then
r.wr(3 * v + 1)

Up to now we have focused on the semantics of rules in
isolation, but this example has two rules. The so-called onerule-at-a-time (ORAAT) semantics of a collection of rules is
to pick a rule nondeterministically, execute it, and commit its
results. (In case of an abort, the state does not change.) The
process is repeated endlessly, as if exactly one rule executed
in each clock cycle: if one rule writes to a register, the next
rule observes the newly written value. The ORAAT semantics
need not produce a deterministic answer because the rules
are not required to be confluent.

rule increment =
let v = r.rd in r.wr(inc(v))
This rule first reads the value stored in register r into a
variable v, then applies the combinational (i.e., pure) function
inc to v, and finally writes the result in register r. All of these
actions are performed as one atomic unit.
Reads and writes: Our next example showcases one way
in which hardware languages differ from traditional software
languages. Rule swap swaps the values of two registers r and
s without using a temporary variable:

2.2

Scheduling

ORAAT is a conceptual model. In designing efficient hardware, however, we strive to execute as many compatible rules
as possible in parallel in each clock cycle, without violating
the illusion of running rules one-at-a-time. In order to introduce concurrency, we define a schedule, which specifies the
order in which we expect rule effects to become observable.
It is straightforward to see that rules operating on disjoint
register sets can be run in parallel without affecting the
final outcome. Regardless of scheduling order, their effects
commute. In the following example, however, opportunities
for parallel execution depend on scheduling choices:

rule swap = s.wr(r.rd); r.wr(s.rd)
All read operations of registers, i.e., rds, refer to the values
found in the registers at the beginning of the cycle (equivalently, these are the values committed to the registers at the
end of the preceding cycle). Correspondingly, the effect of a
write operation, i.e., wr, is not observable until the beginning
of the next cycle; all register updates happen simultaneously
at the end of each cycle.
Double writes: Delaying writes to the end of each cycle
requires us to clarify the semantics of double writes, i.e., the
case where write is called twice on the same register. We
could have decided to let the later write overshadow the
earlier one, but use of shadowing is typically considered
an antipattern; so instead we abort the execution of the
rule, meaning that the system behaves as if the rule did not
execute.

rule write_r = r.wr(0b10)
rule read_r = s.wr(inc(r.rd))

rule aborts = r.wr(0b11); s.wr(0b00); s.wr(0b01)
These aborts are detected dynamically, during execution,
and the whole rule is canceled atomically (in the example
above, this implies that the write to r will not be performed
either). In the following example, a double write happens
conditionally when r and s both hold the value 0, in which
case the rule aborts, though otherwise it succeeds.
rule conditional_abort =
if r.rd == 0 then t.wr(0b1);
if s.rd == 0 then t.wr(0b1)
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Both of these rules access register r, and they may be
sequenced in two ways: attempt to run write_r then read_r,
or attempt to run read_r then write_r.
If we start with write_r then, according to ORAAT, read_r
must observe the new value of r; hence, read_r cannot happen within the same cycle. If we start with read_r, on the
other hand, it is safe to run both rules in the same cycle: the
effect will be just the same as if we had executed read_r,
waited until the next cycle, and executed write_r. In that
case, we say that the two rules łfiredž (ran) concurrently, or
simultaneously.
For this program, a scheduler that runs read_r before
write_r allows parallelism. A semantic characterization of
the system restricted to ORAAT would not specify how these
two rules should be sequenced, and it would therefore be
insufficient because such distinctions are crucial in hardware
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design. Accordingly, unlike plain ORAAT semantics, our
definition of a program includes a scheduler specification,
which describes unambiguously the order in which rules
will appear to have run in each cycle. With this specification,
each program describes a unique sequential machine up to
Boolean equivalence, and it becomes possible to reason cycleaccurately about performance.
Here is how we write the two schedules above:

so, it observes the value written by inc_r, if any, or the
initial value of r otherwise. We say that the write to r was
forwarded to check_r. Similarly, check_r would abort if it
attempted a wr0 into r, but a wr1 would succeed and take
precedence over any value previously written by wr0 .
rd0 and wr0 can be performed in any order within a rule.
However, if a wr0 is performed by a rule then, to preserve
ORAAT semantics, no later rule can perform a rd0 to the
same register in the same cycle. More generally, Kôika places
dynamic restrictions on these new operations. No reads or
writes can follow a wr1 in a subsequent rule (as an example,
a rd0 following a wr1 would observe a stale value if it ran the
same cycle as a preceding wr1 ), and a wr0 cannot follow a rd1
in the same rule or across rules. We also add the restriction
that wr0 cannot follow wr1 in the same rule. This restriction
is not directly required but simplifies the semantics, and we
cannot think of an interesting program that would benefit
from relaxing the restriction. Roughly, we have the following
restrictions across rules: rd0 < wr0, wr1 ; rd1 < wr1 ; wr0 <
rd1 Ð but note that, in the absence of a wr0 , rd0 and rd1 may
be interleaved freely. We will formalize these restrictions
in section 3. Finally, notice that the rds are per-register: it
is completely valid, and in fact often useful (particularly in
building pipelines), to use wr0 to store in a given register the
result of a computation involving a rd1 of another register. In
other words, the numbers should not be read as timestamps
describing a global order within the clock cycle.
Allowing for data forwarding between rules increases flexibility and enables additional concurrency, but it potentially
lengthens the critical path of the generated circuit. Careful
designers typically use forwarding sparingly, when it unlocks additional parallelism without increasing the critical
path in a destructive way.

schedule blocked = [write_r; read_r]
schedule parallel = [read_r; write_r]
The key point of making schedules explicit is to allow finegrained control over concurrency, by enabling several rules
to execute in one clock cycle as long as their effects are compatible with the linear order specified by the scheduler. Our
semantics ensure that concurrently executed rules produce
results compatible with ORAAT semantics. A rule whose
execution would cause a violation is aborted dynamically.
It is important to realize that a schedule specifies which
rules execute within one cycle. It says nothing about intercycle scheduling; the same schedule is used every cycle. For
example in the blocked schedule, read_r will never actually
be performed because it will be preempted by write_r each
cycle.
2.3 Ephemeral History Registers (EHRs)
The language that we have outlined up to this point respects
ORAAT but is overly restrictive. Indeed, without adding
extra constructs in the language, there is no way to have
data flowing between rules within a single cycle: rules are
fully isolated from each other.
To relax this restriction while preserving ORAAT, we introduce two new operations on registers, rd1 and wr1 . (From
now on we treat rd and wr as synonyms for rd0 and wr0 ,
respectively.) These new primitives allow programmers to
control data forwarding between rules: data written by wr0
in a register is readable by rd1 on the same register, and data
written by wr1 becomes readable by rd0 in the next cycle2 .
This mechanism coming from BSV is associated with the
unwieldy name ephemeral history register (EHR) [32, 33].
rule inc_r =
let v = r.rd0 in
if v < 0b101 then
r.wr0 (inc(v))

The Collatz example revisited: After revealing additional primitives beyond just rd and wr, we can revisit our
Collatz example. It can be written as follows, using EHRs:
rule divide =
let v = r.rd0 in
if iseven(v) then
r.wr0 (v >> 1)

rule check_r =
let v = r.rd1 in
if even(v) then
s.wr0 (v)

rule multiply =
let v = r.rd1 in
if isodd(v) then
r.wr1 (3 * v + 1)

schedule collatz = [divide; multiply]
Note that multiply performs a rd1 , allowing both rules
to run in the same cycle in certain cases. More precisely, the
circuit behaves in the following way:

schedule fwd = [inc_r; check_r]
The scheduler in this program specifies that inc_r should
execute first. Thus, if check_r attempted to read register r
by rd0 , it would abort; but it may read r using rd1 . Doing

• If the value in r is even but not a multiple of 4, both
rules fire: the circuit writes 3 · (r/2) + 1 in r.
• If the value in r is a multiple of 4, only the first rule
fires: the circuit writes r/2 in r.
• If the value in r is odd, only the second rule fires: the
circuit writes 3 · r + 1 in r.

2 It is natural to consider generalizing this mechanism to a register with
arbitrarily many łportsž (0, 1, 2, . . . ), but it turns out that the two-port
version is expressive enough to encode any number of ports, so we restrict
our attention to this simpler case.
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This example shows that the concurrent execution of rules
can be enhanced substantially by using EHRs.

Indeed there are at most two writes per register in the log,
wr0 and wr1 , and we will come shortly to how it is guaranteed
that wr0 never precedes wr1 for any register.
We want to give the semantics of executing multiple rules,
as specified by the schedule, every clock cycle. Under such circumstances, a rule can see the side effects of rules scheduled
earlier. Therefore, we accumulate the effects of all preceding
rules in a global log L. Thus the semantics of a rule whose
body is a are as follows:
(
Log ℓ if a succeeds and produces the log ℓ
JaK(R, L) =
Fail
if a fails

3 Formal Description of Kôika
Combinational functions (pure mathematical functions that
do not read or write registers) play no role in our semantics.
Therefore, we avoid describing them by assuming a set of
named combinational functions.
3.1

Syntax

A program is described by a set of rules and a scheduler:
Program P

Schedule s

F

F

[rule rule_name = a]∗
schedule schedule_name = s

which we can use to define the effect of executing multiple
rules according to a scheduler.

done | cons rule_name s

As an abbreviation for cons r1 (cons r2 ...) we write
[r1, r2, ...], which represents the sequencing of rules.
Each rule_name in a schedule refers to a rule, which is an
action that returns tt (the unit value).
Actions a

Ports p
Bitstrings b
Registers r

(L, done) ⇓ L
JaK(R, L) = Log ℓ

Done

(L ++ ℓ, s next ) ⇓ L ′

(L, cons a s next ) ⇓ L ′

F b | x | skip | r .rdp | r .wrp (a)
| let x = a in a | f (a, . . . , a)
| if a then a else a | abort
F 0|1
F tt | 0b(0|1)+
Variables x
Externals f

JaK(R, L) = Fail

(L, s next ) ⇓ L ′

(L, cons a s next ) ⇓ L ′

SeqLog

SeqFail

Figure 1. Scheduler semantics, with rule rl = a
Note that there is no difference between a rule that fails
and an empty rule.

skip is the unit value for actions, standing for no action,
which returns tt when executed. As a shorthand, we write
a 1 ; a 2 for let x = a 1 in a 2 with unused x. Similarly, we
write if b then a for if b then a else skip, as we have already used in the introduction to the language. We will consider only well-formed programs in this paper. For example,
a rule that attempts to write a 12-bit value into a one-bit register, or calls an external combinational function with arguments of inappropriate bit-widths or inappropriate number
of arguments, or refers to a nonexistent register, etc., will not
be considered. (Our implementation applies a very standard
type system to rule out these failures.)

Semantics of actions. Now we can describe in detail the
way log generation by rules is defined inductively:
• R records the state of all available registers at the beginning of a clock cycle. Hence R remains invariant
throughout the execution of a rule, and in fact throughout the execution of all the rules in a schedule.
• Γ tracks pairs of names and values created by let
constructs. It starts out empty.
• ℓ accumulates the reads and writes of the rule.
• L accumulates a trace of all the reads and writes performed by rules executed earlier in the same clock
cycle (i.e., as part of the same schedule). L remains
invariant through the execution of the rule but affects
the validity of reads and writes by this rule.
The semantics of actions are defined by structural induction in Figure 2. We write Γ ⊢ (ℓ, a) ↓(L,R) (ℓ ′, v), to indicate
that in environment Γ, with log L and registers R, executing an
action a transforms ℓ into ℓ ′ and returns value v. When there
is no ambiguity, we omit L and R and write Γ ⊢ (ℓ, a) ↓ (ℓ ′, v)
instead.
Careful inspection of our semantic judgments reveals that
all premises are deterministic and computable. That means
we can define a computable evaluation function unambiguously, returning either the result of executing the action or
Fail if at any point in the execution the conditions of the

3.2 Semantics
A rule in our language is an action that returns tt. It is characterized by the log ℓ of reads and writes it performs. The semantics of executing a single rule in isolation can be thought
of as defining a function from the register values (notated R)
to generate a log ℓ. This log ℓ is built inductively along with
the local environment of binders Γ. The effect of executing
this rule in isolation would be to use the generated log to
update the registers: R next_cycle = update (R, ℓ), with:


 update (R, []) = R


update (R, ℓ ++ [(rd∗, r )]) = update (R, ℓ)


 update (R, ℓ ++ [(wr∗, r, v)]) = update (R, ℓ)[r 7→ v]
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Γ[x] = v
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, x) ↓ (ℓ, v)

Var
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in TypedSyntax.v), though for convenience we also have
an untyped layer (UntypedSyntax.v), a typechecker (TypeInference.v), and a grammar that closely match the syntax
used in this paper (Parsing.v). The semantics are formulated in denotational style, as recursive functions returning
either Log(. . . ) or Fail (see interp_rule, interp_scheduler,
and commit_update in Semantics.v, which correspond to
what we here call JaK(R, L) and update (R, L)).

Skip

Γ ⊢ (ℓ, skip) ↓ (ℓ, tt)
Const

Γ ⊢ (ℓ, b) ↓ (ℓ, b)
∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Γ ⊢ (ℓi−1, ai ) ↓ (ℓi , vi )

Call

Γ ⊢ (ℓ0, f (a 1, . . . , an )) ↓ (ℓn , f v 1 . . . vn )
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, ac ) ↓ (ℓ ′, 0b1)

Γ ⊢ (ℓ ′, at ) ↓ (ℓ ′′, v)

Γ ⊢ (ℓ, if ac then at else a f ) ↓ (ℓ ′′, v)
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, ac ) ↓ (ℓ ′, 0b0)

Γ ⊢ (ℓ ′, a f ) ↓ (ℓ ′′, v)

Γ ⊢ (ℓ, if ac then at else a f ) ↓ (ℓ ′′, v)
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, a 1 ) ↓ (ℓ ′, v)

Γ ⊢ (ℓ, let x = a 1 in a 2 ) ↓ (ℓ ′′, v ′)
(wr0, r, ∗) < L

Bind

rule incr = x.wr0 (x.rd0 + 1)
rule copy = y.wr0 (x.rd1 )
rule decr = x.wr1 (x.rd1 - 1)
schedule _ = [incr; copy; decr]

Read0

Γ ⊢ (ℓ, r .rd0 ) ↓ (ℓ ++ [(rd0, r )], R[r ])
(
R[r ] if (wr0, r, ∗) < L ++ ℓ
(wr1, r, ∗) < L v =
v0
if (wr0, r, v 0 ) ∈ L ++ ℓ
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, r .rd1 ) ↓ (ℓ ++ [(rd1, r )], v)
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, a) ↓ (ℓ ′, v) (wr0, r, ∗) < L ++ ℓ ′
(wr1, r, ∗) < L ++ ℓ ′ (rd1, r ) < L ++ ℓ ′
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, r .wr0 (a)) ↓ (ℓ ′ ++ [(wr0, r, v)], tt)
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, a) ↓ (ℓ ′, v)

Our semantics builds a log accumulating the updates performed by all rules that the dynamic scheduler allows to run.
It guarantees that performing a single update of the registers
at the end of the cycle, after running multiple rules, yields
the same state as performing updates after running each rule
(as if a single rule had run in each cycle).
Let us illustrate that statement with the following example:

IfF

Γ[x 7→ v] ⊢ (ℓ ′, a 2 ) ↓ (ℓ ′′, v ′)

(wr1, r, ∗) < L

4 The One-Rule-at-a-Time Theorem

IfT

(wr1, r, ∗) < L ++ ℓ ′

Γ ⊢ (ℓ, r .wr1 (a)) ↓ (ℓ ′ ++ [(wr1, r, v)], tt)

The choice of scheduler and the port annotations (using
rd1 in copy and wr1 in decr) ensure that all rules can run
in each cycle. Overall, this program assigns (x + 1) − 1 to
register x and x + 1 to register y. This result (obtained by
running multiple rules in a single cycle) respects one-rule-ata-time semantics, because the same result can be obtained
by running one rule per cycle, in the order specified by the
scheduler: x ← x + 1, then y ← x, and finally x ← x − 1.
Most of the checks that appear in the premises of Figure 2
are there to preserve ORAAT semantics. For example, allowing a rd0 to follow a wr0 performed by an earlier rule in
the same cycle would not respect ORAAT: the rd0 would
observe the old value of the register if it ran in the same
cycle, vs. the new value if it ran in the next cycle.
We define the action of a single rule on the registers by
applying the semantics of actions directly:

Read1

Write0

Write1

Figure 2. Rule semantics (assuming well-formed programs)
relevant rules are not met and the rule execution cannot proceed. Thus, where we previously wrote łJaK(R, L) = Log ℓ if
a succeeds and produces the log ℓ,ž we can now be precise:
(
Log ℓ if ∅ ⊢ ([], a) ↓(L,R) (ℓ, tt)
JaK(R, L) =
Fail
otherwise

JaK(R, ∅) = Log ℓ

R ′ = update (R, ℓ)

R →a R ′

rule

And we define a relation indicating that a state is reachable
in several rules: R →∗[] R and R →∗h::t R ′′ when ∃R ′ . R →h
R ′ ∧ R ′ →∗t R ′′.
We can now give the proper statement of a key property:

Finally, at the end of each cycle, we update the values of all
registers based on the reads and writes accumulated in log L.
The same considerations of determinism and computability
apply to the execution of schedulers, so we can define our
final state-transition function δs , capturing all updates done
to registers in a cycle when following scheduler s:

Theorem 1. If δs (R) = R 1 then there exists a sequence of
rules of the program that one-at-a-time reach the same state:
∃ rls ∈ traces(s). R →∗rls R 1 , where traces(s) refers to all
sequences of rules named in the scheduler s.

δs (R) = update (R, L) if ([], s) ⇓ L.
Coq formalization Our mechanization matches this exposition quite closely, with the difference that the logs are
represented in the opposite order. Programs are written
as deeply embedded, dependently typed ASTs (see action

This theorem can be found as OneRuleAtATime in the
file OneRuleAtATime.v. In this paper, we detail only the
following key lemma.
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Lemma 1. ∀a, Γ, ℓ, L new, L old, ℓ ′, v, R.
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, a) ↓Lold ++Lnew ,R (ℓ ′, v) ⇒
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, a) ↓Lnew ,update(R,Lold ) (ℓ ′, v)

and do_f2 connected through a one-element queue, we can
reduce the critical-path length to just l.
But this path-length reduction only matters if we can guarantee that f 1 and f 2 run concurrently in each cycle, that is, the
system actually runs in a pipelined manner. A traditional
ORAAT semantics is enough to prove that the łpipelinedž
system is a correct refinement of the monolithic one (in the
sense that it computes the same values) but is not sufficient
to prove the two-rules-per-cycle property. In fact, it would
be hard even to state such a property because łcyclež is not
a meaningful concept in a typical ORAAT formalization.
In the following we present the implementation of a simple
pipelined system and sketch its proof. We start with the
implementation, in which two rules do_f1 and do_f2 are
connected through a one-element queue composed of a dataholding register r and a flag empty indicating whether the
queue is empty. Initially, empty is set to true.

Proof. This lemma corresponds to interp_rule_commit in
OneRuleAtATime.v. The proof works by induction on a. We
outline the most interesting cases here. One key invariant
is that there is at most one wr0 and wr1 per register, as the
semantics prevent double wr0 or wr1 .
r .rd1 .. Assume Γ ⊢ (ℓ, r .rd1 ) ↓Lold ++Lnew ,R (ℓ ′, v). There are
two cases depending on where the rd1 read the value from.
Case 1: Read from register. Necessarily we have ℓ ′ = ℓ ++
[(rd1, r )] , R[r ] = v, (wr1, r, ∗) < L old ++ L new and (wr0, r, ∗) <
ℓ ++ L old ++ L new , which implies that (wr1, r, ∗) < L new and
(wr0, r, ∗) < L new ++ ℓ. We also get (wr0, r, ∗) < L old and
(wr1, r, ∗) < L old, so:
update (R, L old )[r ] = R[r ]

rule feed_pipeline =
clock.wr0 (clock.rd0 + 1)
input.wr0 (input_stream(clock.rd0 ))

Hence we can use the Read1 rule reading from the register, with L F L new and R F update (R, L old ) and so
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, r .rd1 ) ↓Lnew ,update(R,Lold ) (ℓ ′, v).
Case 2: Read from log. Necessarily we have ℓ ′ = ℓ++[(rd1, r )],
(wr0, r, v) ∈ L old ++ L new ++ ℓ, and (wr1, r, ∗) < L old ++ L new .
There are three subcases depending on the source of the
unique wr0 we read from. The write is in ℓ, in L new , or
in L old . The only interesting case is when the write is in
L old . We have (wr0, r, v) ∈ L old and (wr1, r, ∗) < L old , so
update (R, L old )[r ] = v. Moreover, (wr0, r, ∗) < L new ++ ℓ
and (wr1, r, ∗) < L new .
So we have all the premises to apply Read1, reading directly from the register. This case is the most interesting
because, in serializing a trace, we converted a log read into a
register read. We get Γ ⊢ (ℓ, r .rd1 ) ↓Lnew ,update(R,Lold ) (ℓ ′, v). □

rule do_f2 =
if empty.rd0 then
abort
else
// dequeue
out.wr0 (f2(r.rd0 ));
empty.wr0 (true)

rule do_f1 =
if empty.rd1 then
// enqueue
empty.wr1 (false);
r.wr0 (f1(input.rd1 ))
else
abort

schedule pipeline =
[feed_pipeline; do_f2; do_f1]
One-rule-at-a-time reasoning is sufficient to prove that our
pipeline is functionally correct (it computes the composition
of f 1 and f 2 ). The methodology in [9] applies directly.
More interestingly, we can also prove that the system processes one value per cycle and hence deserves to be called a
pipeline. From the second cycle on, the circuit simultaneously
performs do_f1 and do_f2 on each cycle (on the first cycle,
only do_f1 can fire, since there is no value in the pipeline
for do_f2 to dequeue and process).
The proof is in two steps. First, by applying our semantics
to the program, we derive a sufficient (and, in fact, necessary)
criterion for both do_f1 and do_f2 to fire simultaneously:
both rules will fire in a cycle if empty contains false at the
beginning of that cycle (i.e. the pipeline is not empty).
This property is not an invariant in the one-rule-at-a-time
sense, since do_f2 breaks the invariant by emptying the
pipeline, and do_f1 reestablishes it, but it is a cycle invariant:
from our semantics, it is straightforward to show that (1)
if the pipeline is empty, do_f1 will fill it, (2) if the pipeline
is nonempty, do_f1 and do_f2 will both fire in the same
cycle, and (3) running do_f2 and then do_f2 in a nonempty
pipeline maintains a nonempty pipeline (a one-rule-at-a-time
argument is enough for this last part).

Formalization. The complete proof is carried out in full
detail in OneRuleAtATime.v. A high degree of automation
ensures that the proof of the key invariants is short (about 40
lines) and robust, which enabled us to iterate quickly when
designing Kôika’s semantics (in all cases, we were able to
make changes to the semantics and confirm with few to no
proof edits that the new semantics still respected ORAAT).

5 Case Study: A Cycle-Accurate
Characterization of a Pipelined System
We now have all the pieces in place to demonstrate how one
might use our semantics to prove interesting characteristics
of a circuit beyond functional correctness. As a concrete
example, we study the pipeline of two combinational functions f 1 and f 2 that our introduction alluded to. Recall that,
if f 1 and f 2 both have critical-path length l, then a naïve
implementation of their composition f 2 ◦ f 1 in a single rule
do_f12 would have length 2 · l. On the other hand, if we
decompose the system into two independent rules do_f1
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Hence the pipeline fills and, once full, stays full: from the
second cycle on, the pipeline runs both rules on every cycle
and processes one element per cycle.

• A circuit indicating which new data, if any, the rule
would write in each register
These circuits correspond to a hardware log: a finite, compact
representation of the log ℓ of all actions performed by the
rule, as if log L were empty.
Second, we build circuitry to determine whether each rule
can in fact be committed. (We say that a rule is łcommittedž once the scheduler has determined that it is compatible
with the ones that preceded it at that point, in which case
its writes will be reflected into registers at the end of the
cycle. This terminology is justified by the one-rule-at-a-time
theorem.) This is done by combining the ok signal of each
rule with a check ensuring that the read/write set of that rule
is compatible with the read/write sets of rules previously
committed in the same cycle (this compatibility testing corresponds to a delayed version of the checks performed against
L in the semantics: our compilation strategy delays these
checks, because the circuits that we generate execute all
rules in parallel). This step also requires appropriate wiring
to forward values between rules.
Finally, we compute the end-of-cycle value of each register,
based on the accumulated hardware log.

6 Compilation
In this section, we explain the algorithm for generating circuits from Kôika programs. We first describe the target language and the compilation strategy, next explaining in detail
how rules and schedulers are translated into circuits and
how everything is wired together. In the end, we obtain one
combinational state-update function per register, taking as
inputs the initial (beginning-of-cycle) values of all registers,
outputting the end-of-cycle value of each register.
6.1 Overview
Our compiler targets a minimal RTL language in which each
circuit takes the beginning-of-cycle values of all registers as
inputs and produces a single output. On the Coq side, we
use a dependently typed representation in which the type of
each circuit indicates how many bits it computes. Sharing is
implicit in the Coq representation.
Register r
Constant b
Circuit c

6.2

F 0b(0|1)+
F b | ¬c | c ∧ c | c ∨ c
Mux (c, c, c) (multiplexing)
R[r ]
(read old value)

Compiling Rules

Recall that, according to the semantics in subsection 3.2, an
action may either succeed (return Log(. . . )) or abort (return
Fail) depending on whether the premises of the corresponding deduction rule hold. In addition, each action returns a
value (possibly tt), appends to a per-action log ℓ capturing
the read and write operations that the action performs, and
updates an environment Γ of bound variables.
Accordingly, our compiler takes a partial hardware log
and
a piece of Kôika syntax a, producing a collection of
ℓ
combinational circuits that we write as (( ℓ, a)):
• A circuit carrying the return value of a; we notate it
(( ℓ, a)).ret, read as łthe ret wire of ℓ extended with a.ž
• An updated hardware log keeping track, for each register, of whether it was read or written at port 0 and
1 by the current rule (four 1-bit signals: (( ℓ, a)).r .rd0 ,
(( ℓ, a)).r .rd1 , (( ℓ, a)).r .wr0 , and (( ℓ, a)).r .wr1 ), and, if written, of which value was written at each port (two n-bit
signals: (( ℓ, a)).r .data0 and (( ℓ, a)).r .data1 )3 . Additionally, the hardware log tracks whether the rule can
safely proceed ((( ℓ, a)).ok).
To construct these circuits, our compiler recursively descends through the syntax tree of a, combining intermediate
results into larger circuits. As part of this process, it builds a
compilation context, a map Γ keeping track of the (( ℓ, a)).ret
circuits that were generated for the right-hand sides of the
let-bindings of the original program.

The denotational semantics δ R (c) of these circuits (giving the
value computed by a circuit c as a function of the beginningof-cycle register values R) are straightforward, and we omit
them for space (Mux evaluates to a ternary if). At a high
level, our compiler is a compositional denotational semantics
into circuits, i.e., a syntax-driven recursive function specifying how to transform programs into collections of circuits,
one per register. To minimize the critical path, our compilation strategy does not follow the sequential style used in
the semantics; instead, we create circuits that run all rules
in parallel, with minimal data forwarding, and only after
completing the execution of a rule do we check whether its
read/write set conflicts with those of earlier rules. While
the circuit that runs rules in parallel could conceivably be
obtained through a global Boolean transformation of a circuit running rules sequentially, it is more straightforward to
generate the optimized circuit directly. We proceed in three
phases.
First, we compile each rule in isolation (that is, as if no
other rule had executed in the same cycle), generating a
collection of signals from the body of each rule:
• An ok circuit indicating whether the rule could fire if
it were alone
• A circuit computing a representation of the rule’s
read/write set (i.e. which registers it needs to read
from and write to)

3 The

invariant for (( ℓ, a)).r .data0 is a bit more subtle; this wire starts out
holding the value of register r and thereafter carries the latest wr0 performed
by the current rule or any previous one, if any.
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Figure 3 details the transformations performed when encountering each syntactic construct, but it helps to start with
a detailed example. Key to understanding the compilation
pipeline is realizing that the shapes of the generated circuits
closely mirror the semantic rules of subsection 3.2. Consider the Write0 rule, repeated below (with slight premise
rearrangement to logically equivalent form):
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, a) ↓ (ℓ ′, v)
(rd1, r ) < ℓ ′ (wr∗, r, ∗) < ℓ ′
(rd1, r ) < L (wr∗, r, ∗) < L
Γ ⊢ (ℓ, r .wr0 (a)) ↓ (ℓ ′ ++ [(wr0, r, v)], tt)

(( ℓ, x)).ret
(( ℓ, x)).∗

= Γ[x]

(( ℓ, skip)).ret

=ε

(( ℓ, skip)).∗

= ℓ.∗

(( ℓ, const b)).ret

=b

(( ℓ, const b)).∗

= ℓ.∗

Write0

= ℓ.∗

To generate a circuit corresponding to r .wr0 (a), given a
partial log ℓ, we first compile a to obtain an updated log
(( ℓ, a)), reflecting ℓ ′. We then synthesize the circuitry corresponding to the ok flag as a conjunction of clauses closely
matching each premise of the rule above (the first equivalence below means that if evaluating a returns Fail, then so
should evaluating r .wr0 (a); the next two translate predicates
characterizing the log ℓ ′ into circuits):

(( ℓ, if a 1 then a 2 else a 3 )).∗

Γ ⊢ (ℓ, a) ↓ (ℓ ′, v) is mapped to (( ℓ, a)).ok

(( ℓ, abort)).ok

= 0b0

(( ℓ, abort)).∗

= ℓ.∗

Putting it all together, we obtain the following circuit for
ok (note that we do not explicitly mention ℓ.ok Ð this is
because its value is already embedded in (( ℓ, a)).ok):

(( ℓ, r .rd0 )).ok
(( ℓ, r .rd0 )).ret

= ℓ.ok
= R[r ]

(( ℓ, r .rd0 )).r .rd0

= 0b1

(( ℓ, r .wr0 (a))).ok = (( ℓ, a)).ok ∧ ¬ (( ℓ, a)).r .rd1 ∧

(( ℓ, r .rd0 )).∗.∗

= ℓ.∗.∗

(( ℓ, r .rd1 )).ok
(( ℓ, r .rd1 )).ret

= ℓ.ok
= ℓ.r .data0

(( ℓ, r .rd1 )).r .rd1

= 0b1

(( ℓ, r .rd1 )).∗.∗

= ℓ.∗.∗

(( ℓ, r .wr0 (a))).r .data0 = (( ℓ, a)).ret

(( ℓ, r .wr1 (a))).ok

= (( ℓ, a)).ok ∧ ¬(( ℓ, a)).r .wr1

(( ℓ, r .wr0 (a))).∗.∗

(( ℓ, r .wr1 (a))).ret

=ε

(( ℓ, r .wr1 (a))).r .wr1

= 0b1

(( ℓ, r .wr1 (a))).r .data1

= (( ℓ, a)).ret

(( ℓ, r .wr1 (a))).∗.∗

= (( ℓ, a)).∗.∗

(( ℓ, f a 1 . . . a n )).ret

= f c1 .ret . . . cn .ret

(( ℓ, f a 1 . . . a n )).∗

= cn .∗

= Mux (c1 .ret, ((c1, a 2 )).∗, ((c1, a 3 )).∗)
(where c1 = (( ℓ, a 1 )))

(( ℓ, let x = a 1 in a 2 )).∗ = ((c1, a 2 )).∗
(with Γ[x 7→ c1 .ret] where c1 = (( ℓ, a 1 )))

(rd1, r ) < ℓ ′ is mapped to ¬ (( ℓ, a)).r .rd1
′

(wr∗, r, ∗) < ℓ is mapped to ¬ (( ℓ, a)).r .wr0 ∧ ¬ (( ℓ, a)).r .wr1

¬ (( ℓ, a)).r .wr0 ∧ ¬ (( ℓ, a)).r .wr1
The other circuits are more straightforward to construct
(we use the shorthand syntax A.∗ = B.∗ to mean that A’s
remaining wires are all the same as B’s):
(empty value, i.e. no wires)

(( ℓ, r .wr0 (a))).ret

=ε

(( ℓ, r .wr0 (a))).r .wr0

= 0b1
= (( ℓ, a)).∗.∗

The last line means that all wires pertaining to r besides
wr0 and data0 are unchanged from ℓ, and in addition that
all wires pertaining to other registers are unchanged as well.
Note that, as alluded to earlier, we did not translate the two
premises pertaining to the log L. This is because our compilation strategy defers these checks to the scheduling circuitry.
This approach minimizes the number of wires threaded between individual actions, and it is safe because L, unlike ℓ,
is unchanged throughout the evaluation of a rule.
6.3

(with f the external circuit, c1 = (( ℓ, a 1 )), c2 = ((c1, a 2 )), . . .)

Compiling the Hardware Scheduler

Figure 3. Translations making up the rule compiler. The
r .wr0 (a) case was discussed in the main text and is not repeated here. Note that unlike in the semantics, the circuit
generated for rd1 has no case split, because the r .data0 wire
always carries the latest wr0 data if any, or R[r ] otherwise.

The scheduling circuitry combines compiled rules together in
scheduling order, determining which rules can be committed
and computing the set of register updates to apply at the
end of the cycle. The compilation process is quite similar to
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that of rules, but this time we are building the hardware log
corresponding to L, not ℓ, and there are no return values.
Concretely, we need to tackle the following issues:

execute and commit or the original L otherwise) and returns
the same results as whichever path was selected based on
the computation of wf (L, ℓ):

Forwarding data. The rule compiler that we described
previously takes two inputs: the syntax of the rule and a partial hardware log. This log is needed because later rules in
scheduling order may observe (through calls to rd1 ) writes
performed by previous rules in the same cycle. In a purely
sequential compilation scheme, similar to the way our semantics of Kôika are phrased, we would use the log circuit
L produced by accumulating the logs of all preceding rules.
But, for performance reasons, we want to compile the control
circuits (rd0 , wr0 , etc.) of all rules in parallel, so we assemble
each initial log ℓ0 (L) by keeping only the data0 and data1
signals instead, as shown in Figure 4.

((L, cons a s)).∗ = Mux (wf (L, (( ℓ0 (L) , a))) , ((L′, s)).∗, ((L, s)).∗)
L′ .r .data0

= (( ℓ0 (L) , a)).r .data0

′

= (( ℓ0 (L) , a)).r .data1

′

= (( ℓ0 (L) , a)).r .∗ ∨ L.r .∗

L .r .data1
L .r .∗

With that, only the very beginning and the very end of
the compilation process are left:
• Feeding the circuit with the initial data for the data0
wire at the root, as well as the initial read-write set
(data1 does not need to be initialized to any specific
value as its value is never used before having been set).
For data0 , the value is simply the actual register (i.e.
L0 .r .data0 = R[r ]), and the read-write sets are blank
(i.e. L0 .r .rd0 = .rd1 = .wr0 = .wr1 = 0b0).
• Performing the actual update of the registers: given
a scheduler s, the state-update circuit computing the
end-of-cycle value of the register r , ⟨s⟩r , is

= 0b1
ℓ0 (L) .ok
ℓ0 (L) .r .data0 = L.r .data0
ℓ0 (L) .r .data1 = L.r .data0
= 0b0
ℓ0 (L) .r .∗

⟨s⟩r = Mux(((L0, s)).r .wr1,
((L0, s)).r .data1, ((L0, s)).r .data0 )

Figure 4. Fresh log ℓ used when starting rule compilation
Deciding which rules to commit and updating L. The
circuits generated by compiling each rule include a flag ok,
whose run-time value will indicate whether the rule could
fire on its own, or whether it would instead reach an abort
or perform two writes to the same location. That signal,
however, does not take into account whether the reads and
writes performed by the rule are compatible with those of
other already-committed rules. This means that our scheduling circuitry must compute whether a rule a is safe to run,
by checking its ok flag and performing all deferred checks
pertaining to the log L. The equations are shown in Figure 5.

6.4

Performance Concerns

Performance-minded readers might be worrying at this point
that the circuitry that we introduce to track read sets and
write sets and to compute conflicts with previously scheduled rules would prove prohibitively expensive. In fact, this
cost should be minimal for the following reasons. First, no
registers are needed to maintain the hardware logs associated with each rule; these are computed dynamically during
the cycle and consumed by the end of the cycle. Second, the
write sets and associated data values are needed in any compilation scheme to compute the next state function. Thus,
only the read-set part of the hardware log represents the
overhead of our compilation scheme. Third, the number of
gates needed to compute the intersection of these sets with
the read-write log is at most proportional to the number of
rules and the sizes of the read and write sets of the rules. Furthermore, for many rules, simple static analysis will tell us
the exact read/write sets, and standard Boolean optimization
will get rid of most circuitry. In those cases, the Boolean logic
associated with intersections will be eliminated by constant
propagation. Our compiler includes an optimization pass
that performs such constant propagation as well as standard
Boolean simplifications and partial evaluation:

wf (L, ℓ) =
ℓ.ok
Û

∧
ℓ.r .rd0 =⇒ ¬ L.r .wr0 ∨ L.r .wr1
r
Û

∧
ℓ.r .wr0 =⇒ ¬ L.r .wr0 ∨ L.r .wr1 ∨ L.r .rd1
r
Û
( ℓ.r .rd1 ∨ ℓ.r .wr1 ) =⇒ ¬L.r .wr1
∧
r

Figure 5. Deciding whether two logs are compatible. x =⇒
y is used as a shorthand for ¬x ∨ y, and wf for łwill fire.ž
Putting it all together. We define the final circuit by the
recursion below. In words, these compilation rules indicate
that a scheduler feeds each control-flow path a representation of the cumulative hardware log updated to take into
account the new rule (either an updated L’ if the rule can

¬1 → 0
¬0 → 1
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c ∧0→0
0∧c → 0
c ∨1→1
1∨c → 1

c ∧1→c
1∧c → c
c ∨0→c
0∨c → c
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scheduler according to our original high-level semantics produces the same results as evaluating the resulting, compiled
circuits according to our RTL semantics. Succinctly, recalling
that δs (R) is the state-update function mapping old register
values to new register values according to a schedule s, that
δ c is the denotation of circuit c, and that ⟨s⟩r is the compiled circuit that computes the new value of register r, the
theorem is

Mux (c, 1, x) → c ∨ x
Mux (c, x, 0) → c ∧ x
Mux (c, x, x) → x

Mux (c, Mux (c ′, y, x) , y) → Mux (c ∧ ¬c ′, x, y)
Mux (c, Mux (c ′, x, y) , y) → Mux (c ∧ c ′, x, y)
Mux (c, x, Mux (c ′, x, y)) → Mux (c ∨ c ′, x, y)
Mux (c, x, Mux (c ′, y, x)) → Mux (c ∨ ¬c ′, x, y)
Mux (c, Mux (c, x 1, x 2 ) , y) → Mux (c, x 1, y)
Mux (c, x, Mux (c, y1, y2 )) → Mux (c, x, y2 )

∀R, s, r . δs (R)[r ] = δ ⟨s ⟩r (R) .
The main difficulty of the proofs stems from the gaps between the original denotational semantics and the generated
circuits. First, in the semantics, rules have access to the accumulated log L when deciding whether to allow or reject reads
or writes; in the circuits, on the other hand, all rules run concurrently, each executing independently as if it were started
with an empty L, and all cross-rule consistency checks are
delayed until the computation of the wf signal. Second, while
the semantics use sequential logs to keep track of the reads
and writes, the circuits that we generate build minimal hardware logs, with single bits indicating whether each register
has been read from or written to at each port. Third, while the
interpreter can fail immediately upon encountering a forbidden action (such as a double write), the ok circuits are built
once and must ensure that failures are propagated correctly
throughout. Details on the corresponding proofs are given
in Appendix A, with full proofs in CircuitProperties.v
and CircuitCorrectness.v.

These optimizations are enough to produce optimal circuits for simple examples like Collatz and to eliminate most
overheads due to read-write-set tracking in our processor
case study (subsection 6.6), shrinking the generated circuit
graph from 80k nodes down to 3k nodes.
To summarize, the extra logic for tracking falls into two
categories: (1) Programs where dynamic data-dependency detection reveals no more opportunities to avoid rule conflicts
than the BSV compiler’s static analyses of rules. We assert
in such cases that the same Boolean reasoning should carry
over to simplify our scheduling circuitry, eliminating the
overhead introduced by our compiler. This assertion holds in
the examples explored so far. (2) Programs where dynamic
detection of concurrency matters. In this case, programmers
control the trade-off through scheduling: a potentially longer
critical path with more concurrency, or a regular critical path
with Bluespec-style concurrency. This trade-off is similar to
the one that BSV users face while using EHRs.
To offer complete quantitative evidence of our claims using large programs will require more work and optimizations
in the compiler. Currently, Kôika does not have a module system, without which it may be difficult to capture the sharing
of circuitry that comes from the use of port modules, as in a
register file or memory system. Finally, the rearrangement
of gates to reduce critical-path lengths in RTL remains a
mystery in the best of times, and it will require more experimentation to discover whether the patterns generated by
the Kôika compiler are able to make adequate use of these
optimizations; initial evidence (subsection 6.6) is promising.
6.5

6.6

A Simple RISC-V Processor in Kôika

To evaluate the cost of dynamic tracking, we wrote a simple
4-stage RISC-V processor (RV32I without interrupts; see Appendix B for architectural description and synthesis methodology) both in BSV and in Kôika, and we compared the results.
These results are presented in Figure 6.
Program
Inst. count
Cycles (Kôika)
Cycles (BSV)
Performance
Kôika (Retiming)
BSC (Retiming)
Kôika
BSC

Implementation and Verification

We have implemented the compilation strategy outlined
above within Coq, verifying its correctness by connecting
Kôika’s semantics to those of the minimal RTL that we target.
To convert from mini-RTL into Verilog, we use a thin unverified pretty-printing layer that targets a correspondingly
small subset of Verilog, and from there we can use standard
synthesis tools like Yosys to obtain FPGA bitstreams or ASIC
designs.

mandelbrot
41168976
70508760
70508760

median
tm
qsort
25981 21867 35405
60692 47550 82837
60692 47550 82837

Critical Path (ps) Logic Area (µm2 )
296.87
5504
258.45
5437
686.29
14115
651.60
11981

Figure 6. Synthesis and architectural results

Proving compiler correctness. Our top-level theorem guarantees that computing register updates by interpreting a
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Each processor implementation takes roughly 1000 lines
of code in its respective language. Both processors took exactly the same number of cycles to compute, which shows
that the scheduling in both designs is identical. Our design
achieves a respectable critical path (on par with the BSV
design). Our design achieves a respectable critical path and
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area, with a 15% slowdown and minimal area overhead with
register retiming, and an 18% area overhead and negligible
slowdown without register retiming. Our example shows
that it is possible to implement a design of this complexity, control its concurrency, and generate working hardware
through a proven compiler.

Transactional viewpoint: Atomic transactions (or simply transactions) are a common abstraction in distributed
software [21ś23] and database systems. Considerable effort
has also gone into providing hardware support for transactional memory [19, 20]. The ORAAT semantics of our atomic
rules is the same as the serializability property of atomic
transactions. However, software transactions are written
in a sequential imperative language and invariably require
shadow state to handle aborted transactions (hardware transactional memory uses L1 caches to reduce the cost of the
shadow state). Kôika completely avoids the shadow state by
exploiting the basic properties of hardware registers, which
can be read at the beginning of a clock cycle and updated at
the end of the clock cycle. As we said earlier, Kôika’s atomic
rules hold all the temporary values łin wiresž during the
clock cycle. For performance, both software transactions and
atomic rules rely on interleaved execution of atomic entities,
but the cost models and, consequently, the implementation
techniques are completely different. In our hardware synthesis, there is no cost associated with an aborted transaction,
i.e., a rule that does not commit. For software transactions,
one only computes approximations of the read/write sets,
because the universe of objects is too big. Unlike for software
transactions, it is inexpensive to keep the read sets and write
sets associated with an atomic rule, because the number of
registers is known statically, and the write sets have to be
maintained anyway to update registers at the end of the
clock cycle.

7 Related Work
We begin with other prior work on hardware design based
on atomic actions, followed by contrasting BSV/Kôika-style
atomic actions with software and hardware transactions.
We will also discuss briefly other competing approaches to
hardware design, namely hardware description languages
(HDLs) like Verilog and Chisel, high-level synthesis from
sequential languages, and synchronous languages.
Prior work on guarded atomic actions: The idea of OneRule-At-A-Time semantics forms the foundation for all the
work on rule-based systems starting with Hoe and Arvind
[25] and Hoe [24]. Hoe gave an algorithm for scheduling
the maximal number of rules in each cycle, based on static
analysis of the read and write sets of each rule. Esposito
et al. [14] gave another algorithm that does not necessarily
schedule the maximal number of rules but is simpler to implement in hardware, and this algorithm is used by the BSV
compiler. The first formal operational semantics of guarded
atomic actions were given by Dave et al. [11, 12]. They described the state-transformation function for each rule and
posed the rule-scheduling problem as one of rule composition, for which they provided a rich set of combinators.
Sequential composition of rules in some sense is more expressive than EHRs, but Dave’s scheduling primitives proved
difficult to use in practice and were not implemented in the
BSV compiler. Also, Kôika’s semantics and implementation
rely on dynamically computed read and write sets, making
it possible to exploit more concurrency than the traditional
compilations relying on static analysis.
ORAAT semantics does not dictate that rules be executed
in one clock cycle; this is an implementation choice of both
the BSV and Kôika compilers. A one-cycle-execution restriction on rules benefits from a very clear cost model, leaving
the user responsible for decomposing a rule with a long critical path into multiple rules. Spreading an infrequently executed complex rule across multiple cycles, however, can be
quite convenient and can dramatically improve the clock period, hence performance [26, 27]. A recently published opensource compiler for BSV by Greaves [17] includes multicycle
rules and a fair intercycle scheduler.
Choi et al. [9] have developed Kami, a system for mechanical verification of proofs for designs expressed in a language
with guarded atomic actions. The proofs rely on the ORAAT
property and consider only the behaviors arising by executing one rule in one cycle. Thanks to our ORAAT theorem (1),
proofs in the Kami style will still be valid in our framework.

Structural hardware-description languages: Traditional HDLs like Verilog and VHDL are structural in the sense
that they describe interconnections of boxes, i.e., Boolean
gates and registers. The main problem with such languages is
that they provide inadequate type checking and lack precise
semantics, which makes verification and design refinement
a Herculean task. Attempts to clean up the semantics of Verilog have had little success; see for example [29]. A popular
way to make Verilog more convenient for programming is
by embedding it in a language with a good macro facility,
which can provide type safety and good combinators for composition [2, 13]. Another example of a structural language
is Chisel [3], which is an embedded DSL in Scala and has
a powerful metalanguage for generating complex patterns.
(BSV also has a powerful static-elaboration facility based
on functional languages.) This line of work does not tackle
the difficulty of describing complex interactions between
sequential machines, which we believe is the true difficulty
of hardware design.
High-level synthesis: Another approach to hardware
synthesis is to transform programs written in software languages like C, Python, MATLAB, etc. into hardware [8, 10, 16,
18]. HLS compilers rely on compiler techniques developed
for parallel and vector architectures starting in the 1980s.
In spite of fundamental limitations of this approach (see for
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example [1]), the commercial appeal is strong enough that
many companies have invested significant resources into
building better HLS tools [28, 37]. This approach has shown
promise for signal-processing applications but has not been
shown to be useful to describe processors and other complex
designs.

Verifying circuit transformations. Large parts of the
circuitry that our compilation scheme introduces for faithful implementation of Kôika’s semantics can be statically
eliminated using Boolean optimizations. Accordingly, our
compiler implementation is parametric on a verified circuitoptimization function η (whose correctness criterion is stated
as ∀c, R. δ η(c) (R) = δ c (R)), which it applies to newly created circuits on-the-fly, as it compiles each source action.

Synchronous languages: Synchronous languages describe reactive systems with equations between streams of
inputs and outputs. Such languages use an abstract notion of
synchronicity and clocks and usually have clean mathematical semantics [6]. Recently, a compiler to translate a synchronous language into a minimal subset of C was developed
and proven correct [7]. It has also been shown that one can
compile synchronous languages to hardware [5, 31], though
the challenges there are fairly disjoint from our own problems. The reactive viewpoint has worked well for describing
control-theory problems [4], but there is little evidence of
its suitability to describe complex hardware.

Aligning logs and hardware logs. We need to make
sure that the values produced by the semantics and by the
circuits match up. Since these values are computed from
the logs in the semantics, and from the hardware logs (readwrite sets and data∗ wires) in the circuits, we need to establish an invariant connecting both. We write L ∼rw L when
∀r . δ L.r .∗ (R) = 1 ⇔ (∗, r ) ∈ L, where ∗ stands for one of
rd0 , rd1 , wr0 , or wr1 ; i.e. when each circuit tracking reads
and writes in L agrees with L. Separately, we write L ∼data L
when (1) ∀r . δ L.r .data0 (R) = v ⇔ last_wr0 (L) = v and (2)

∀r . (wr1, r ) ∈ L ⇒ δ L.r .data1 (R) = v ⇔ last_wr1 (L) = v ,
where last_wrn is the latest wrn in L if any, or R[r ] otherwise; i.e. when both circuits tracking write values for
each register agree with L. Finally, we write Γ ∼γ Γ when
∀x . δ Γ[x ] (R) = Γ[x], i.e. when the context of compiled bindings kept by the compiler agrees with the binding values in
the semantics. We prove lemmas characterizing how these
relations interact with muxing of circuits, and we show that
under these equivalences the hardware implementation of
dynamic checks is faithful to the checks performed against
ℓ in the rule semantics.

8 Conclusion
A cycle-accurate description is essential to understand the
performance of a hardware circuit. Such descriptions, however, often complicate reasoning about functional properties of the hardware. It has been shown that rule-based descriptions, for example as in BSV [30], and the associated
ORAAT semantics allow us to build proof systems, for example Kami [9], that are extremely useful for proving functional properties. In this paper we have presented Kôika, a
hardware-description language that allows cycle-accurate
specifications in a rule-based system with a user-specified
intracycle scheduler. Using the Coq proof system, we have
shown that Kôika preserves the ORAAT semantics. We have
shown that the Kôika semantics can be used to prove performance properties, for example, that a pipelined system
indeed behaves like a pipelined system.
We have also presented an algorithm to compile Kôika
into circuits, implemented it, and formally verified that our
compiler correctly implements Kôika’s semantics. We have
used this implementation to compile several examples, including a simple pipelined processor. Kôika’s semantics and
the compiler use dynamic dataflow analysis, which eliminates concurrency anomalies and entails reasonable hardware overhead.
In the near future, we expect to incorporate a module
system in Kôika and experiment with the flexibility provided
by user-specified scheduling.

Tracking dynamic failures. The key lemma is to prove
that δ (( ℓ0(L),a)).ok (R) is 0 if JaK(R, L) = Fail. We proceed by
induction; the main difficulty is to prove that if we reach
a failure state at any point within a rule, then the wf computation properly returns zero when the results of the rule
are eventually combined with those of previous rules. For
this, we start by defining a partial order on single-bit circuits (circuit_le in CircuitProperties.v): we say that
c1 ≤ R c2 if δ c2 (R) = 0 ⇒ δ c1 (R) = 0. It is easy to show
that ∧, ∨, and Mux are increasing, and ¬ decreasing, in ≤ R .
This relation extends to read-write sets by comparing them
elementwise. We prove two lemmas using this relation: first
(rwset_circuit_le_compile_action_correct), that ok is
decreasing, and that read-write sets are increasing (i.e. for
all a and ℓ, the read-write set of (( ℓ, a)) is greater than the
read-write set of ℓ). Second, that wf itself is decreasing as
well, i.e. that wf (L, (( ℓ, a))) ≤ R wf (L, ℓ).
Final invariant. With these pieces in place, we can now
state our main lemma Ð its proof follows by induction from
the lemmas above (this invariant establishes the correctness
of the part of the compiler that handles individual rules;
there is a corresponding but simpler one for schedules):

A Verification Details
This section gives more details on the invariants and ideas
underpinning our compiler-correctness proof.
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δ wf(L, ℓ) (R) = 1 



δ wf(L,(( ℓ,a))) (R) = 0




otherwise

These lemmas, and the final theorem, are proven in the
file CircuitCorrectness.v.

[3]

[4]

[5]

B Architectural Description of the
Processor

[6]

The core is a simple 4-stage pipelined processor (Fetch, Decode, Execute, Writeback) with a bypassing path from Writeback to Decode and a bypassing redirection from Execute to
Fetch.
The decoding and execution logic have been written sideby-side in Kôika and BSV to make them match as closely as
possible. The branch predictor is the simplest predictor: pc +4
(i.e., assuming we never jump). The scheduling order picked
is Writeback, Execute, Decode, Fetch (chosen explicitly in
Kôika and inferred by bsc). We wrote pipeline and bypass
FIFOs to connect all the stages and test different orderings.
The reported results use pipeline FIFOs to connect all the
stages.
To obtain area and critical-path numbers, we compiled
both designs (BSV and Kôika) to Verilog and fed the resulting
code through an open-source synthesis toolchain composed
of Yosys [36] and ABC [15], configured to use a 45nm PDK
[34] with and without register retiming.
To collect architectural performance numbers, we connected the cores to 32KB of BRAM preloaded with a binary
image of the RISC-V program we were running.
The design were simulated using Verilator [35] but also
successfully synthesized for an FPGA using Vivado 2017.4
for AC701. The designs both have a maximal clock frequency
between 100MHz and 110MHz.
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